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Eventually, you will unconditionally discover a additional experience and finishing by spending more cash.
nevertheless when? realize you resign yourself to that you require to get those every needs with having
significantly cash? Why dont you attempt to get something basic in the beginning? Thats something that will
guide you to understand even more as regards the globe, experience, some places, in imitation of history,
amusement, and a lot more?
It is your unconditionally own become old to pretense reviewing habit. in the course of guides you could enjoy
now is cursed a reverse harem urban fantasy romance the gaia chronicles book 1 below.

Cursed by Night-Jada Storm 2018-04 My name is Ace Bissett, and I'm a paranormal detective that doesn't
believe in magic. Or at least, I didn't before I met them. The day I inherited my aunt's old house,
everything changed. One moment, I was convinced that magic was a hoax. The next, I'm surrounded by
four winged, fanged, ridiculously hot guys who are definitely nothuman, and who insist that I'm the only
one who can break the curse that binds them to the night. I know I should run far, far away from this hot
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mess, but there's a connection between us I can't deny. I'm seeing things I can't explain, feeling things
that don't make sense. The detective in me has never been able to resist a mystery, and this one is just
begging me to dig in. But all that will have to wait, because there's a new threat stalking my city. One with
a taste for blood and bone, unable to be killed or captured by normal human means. It's a good thing I've
got four new roommates to help me hunt them down. But even if I didn't, I'd figure out a way. Because I
never give up. I never give in. And I always protect what's mine. Don't miss this delicious new reverse
harem series. Scroll up and grab your copy today!
Cursed-Grace White 2018-03-09 It isn't easy being the girl who feels the world... Isolation is all nineteenyear-old Terra Materson has known for the last six years. Hiding from the cruel whispers and judgmental
stares of society, she suffers the pain of the world around her in silence. The air that moves ... the water
that flows ...the fire that burns ... the earth that grounds, Terra feels it all. Despite her grandmother's
insistence it's a gift, she knows it is nothing more than a curse in disguise.When her grandmother dies,
leaving her alone and guideless, she is forced to step out of the shadows and into the light. Atchison
College is the perfect place for Terra to learn to live again. Until she meets four guys with strange
connections to the elements that torment her.Together they lead her on a journey to the answer she's
always craved: Who is she? But as Terra quickly realizes, the truth is far more than her head, and heart is
prepared for...Cursed is the first book in an urban fantasy reverse harem series from Grace White,
recommended for readers 17+
Fire Possessed-September Stone 2019-01-17 One woman on a mission. Four cursed men. A primal magic
that threatens to destroy them all... Sophie has done her best to avoid the magical world for fear of the
havoc her abnormal ability wreaks on other supernaturals. As a silencer who mutes the powers of those
around her, she's spent her life among the mortals her defect can't harm. But when Mother Nature pushes
her from her home to do her bidding, Sophie has no choice but to venture to the magical town of Twin
Rivers. Instead of viewing her presence as a curse, four men see Sophie's arrival as a blessing. Carrigan, a
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psychic who hears everyone's thoughts at all times. Hagan, a bear shifter who transforms at the slightest
provocation. Jonas, whose losses have left him isolated and jaded. And Valor, a vampire without
conscience or remorse. Drawn to Sophie, these irresistible men find themselves caught up in a dangerous
whirlwind of magic that runs deeper than they can imagine. But Sophie can't allow her mounting
attraction to keep her from her mission-because Mother's wrath destroys everything it touches. Fire
Possessed is a full length reverse harem urban fantasy adventure!
The Unbreakable Curse (Accursed Archangels #1)-Alexia Purdy 2018-03-25 Banished from paradise, she'll
risk it all for one last chance to return. Recruited by a corrupt archangel named Ereziel, Thalia Brennan
must find a way back through the gates of Purgatory. Tasked with killing souls so vile, this solitary
huntress collects their darkness as currency back into Heaven. When one of these vile souls tells her she’ll
never be able to buy her way back into Heaven, she doesn’t believe him, even when he gifts her a locket
he claims is the key to her origins. Now, with a bounty on her head for killing him, she must dodge the
clutches of those who want her treasure to stay alive. Finding out what the locket opens while facing the
wrath of all the orders of demons and angels in the city isn't easy. Luckily, there's some handsome allies
who are just as determined to solve the mystery and assist her with whatever means possible. The
Accursed Archangels series is a breakneck urban fantasy adventure which will appeal to readers of angels,
demons, paranormal thrillers, reverse harems, and supernatural lore. Books in this series: The
Unbreakable Curse The Cursed Labyrinth - Now Available! The Irredeemable Soul - Coming September
2018
The Nine-Tate James 2018-09-13 Tricky, like a fox.As a kitsune--a fox shifter--I have to be to
survive.Sometimes it seems like the whole world wants me dead.Ironic, considering that's my job--to kill
people.Thea Hunt, professional assassin at your service.But that's not my only vice.I'm also attracted to
the darkest denizens of the supernatural world, the men I should run from instead of fall for. Men like
Mikhail, the leader of the assassins' guild, Bennett, the local alpha wolf, and Nix, the skinwalking coyote
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that's likely to bring the entire shifter community to their knees. And then there are my exes--Riot and
Fin.Somebody's cursing old gods, stripping shifters of their ability to change. And a trapped shifter doesn't
last long without losing their mind. Nix knows; Mikhail wants me to kill him; Bennett wants me dead. Oh,
and Riot and Fin are determined to make my life a living hell.As the youngest kitsune to ever get nine
tails, I should be able to trick my way out of this one, right?Right?!THE NINE is the first book in the
FOXFIRE BURNING series. It is a full-length reverse harem urban fantasy/paranormal romance with a
spunky kitsune (fox shifter) main character and her six love interests: a vampire, a werewolf, a coyote
shifter, and a few mysteries. This book includes cursing, violence, steamy scenes, and a whole lot of
magic.
Coveted-Grace White 2018-04-23 Terra Materson knew moving to Atchison College would take some
getting used to. But she didn't expect to discover she had the spirit of an ancient goddess inside her. It's a
lot to process. Not to mention the four overprotective guys who have made it their mission to take Terra
under their wing. But as her connection to Ross, Cael, Endo, and Sol intensifies, so too does her need for
the truth.Her protectors want to keep her safe. The witches need her power. And her new friends just
want her to live a little. But as her hidden memories slowly return, Terra is left questioning who she can
trust. Because with magic in the air, anyone could be an enemy and nothing may be as it seems...Coveted
is the second book in The Gaia Chronicles, an urban fantasy reverse harem series, and must be read after
book #1: Cursed. Recommended for readers 17+
The Fury Queen's Harem-Meg Xuemei X 2018-03-26 One hybrid Fury queen. Three pure-blood Dragon
Princes. A reverse harem with a dark fairy tale twist and an epic flair! My name is Daisy. I've been cursed
to serve a bad-tempered elemental in my beastly form for centuries. There's only one way to lift the curse:
a kiss from three true loves. To acquire even one is nearly impossible. How am I going to get three? Then
three gorgeous-as-sin, yet clueless dragon princes stumble into my lair. Only they do not come to kiss me.
They come to slay me without knowing who I really am. Unless they cut the three heads of the Furies-my
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heads-or make the Fury Queen fall in love with them, they'll never shift back to dragons. Not surprisingly,
the princes all choose what they think is the easiest-to behead the beasts. Warning: This is a reverse
harem fantasy/paranormal romance that features one strong woman and her three sexy-as-sin Dragon
princes. It contains battles, steamy sex scenes, raw language, magic, swordfights, dark fae, dragon
shifters, vampires, and otherworldly nightmares of creatures, and at last, true loves, with a happy ever
after at the end of series.
Dragon's Curse-Jasmine Walt 2017-12-28 Pregnant with their child. Hunted for her life. Will Dareena and
her mates finally break the dreaded curse? Or will they succumb to the dark forces closing in around
them? Return to Dragonfell one last time for this final installment in the Dragon's Gift Trilogy. Grab your
copy today!
Fireheart (A Standalone Reverse Harem Paranormal Romance)-Michaela Haze 2020-03-12 It started with
a curse, and ended with a crown.The last of the demon-enslaved Fae, Ryn Cole, is indentured to the King
of Greed. Mammon.Cursed by Dragons, before they fled Hell, Ryn is the King's prisoner, servant, and
Second in Command.When Helena, a young Jewelry appraiser, finds herself in possession of a crown,
made from no metal she has ever seen before, she is thrown into a world full of Demons, treasure and
violence.King Mammon is determined to have both the crown, and Helena.Ryn wants nothing more than
his freedom from his curse, and if he has to set Helena up to take his place, so be it.Everyone has their eye
on the crown.But Helena is worth far more to Ryn than he could ever know. She is the one person
throughout the Worlds that can break his and Mammon's curse. Will Helena be able to break the King's
stranglehold on his most powerful prisoner?Will she want to, when she realises the extent of Ryn's plan for
her?** Fire Heart is a standalone Reverse harem paranormal, demon/fae shifter, urban fantasy romance
novel****Contains: Bullying, captivity, sexual and physical abuse, M/M and MFM sex and Demons!*(Fire
Heart is a reverse harem, but does contain scenes of multiple partner sex. It is a Dark romance, set in
captivity.)
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Dragon's Gift-Jasmine Walt 2017-10-08 Three dragons. One woman. A reverse harem fantasy that will
leave you breathless and begging for more... Dareena Sellis is a nobody. The orphaned daughter of a noname farmer, she toils away as a serving girl at Hallowdale Inn, her only marriage prospects either
shipping off to war, or pawing at her skirts with their grubby, gnarled hands. But fate takes a strange turn
the day a dragon huntress comes to town. Suddenly, Dareena is swept off to Dragon's Keep, trading in her
raggedy dresses for silken gowns, her closet-sized room for feather pillows and spacious gardens, and her
miserable suitor for three very handsome, veryvirile dragon princes. For Dareena is not a nobody. She is
the Dragon's Gift--the one woman chosen by the gods every century to bear children for the future king of
Dragonfell. Despite her pre-ordained path, Dareena's fate is far from certain. The crown has not given
birth to more than one son in nearly a thousand years, and the line of succession is far from clear. Neither
of the princes are willing to cede Dareena to the other, and yet she must choose. For the enemy is
knocking on Dragonfell's door, and Dareena's decision could either mean the kingdom's salvation... ...or
annihilation.
The Cursed Key-Miranda Brock 2020-01-14 A forgotten past, a dark mage, and an unyielding curse.
Another team beat free-spirited archaeologist Olivia Perez to the dig of a lifetime, and now she’s left with
the choice to wait for scraps or brave a dangerous, dusty tomb in hopes of finding other priceless artifacts.
Her reward? A mysterious key she has no idea is cursed. Soon, Olivia realizes she’s brought home more
than just an ancient rarity. Malevolent visions begin to plague her. Unnerved by what they reveal, she
casts away the key...unknowingly placing it into the waiting hands of a dark mage bent on destruction.
Only when a shifter agent from the Paranormal Intelligence and Tracking Organization arrives searching
for the key does Olivia realize what a huge mistake she’s made. Forced to team up with the ill-tempered
shifter, her journey to reclaim the cursed key leads down a twisting path of dark histories, dangerous
magic, and deadly obstacles. But Olivia’s efforts to take back the ancient relic before the dark mage can
destroy the lives of humans, shifters, witches, and fae alike are thwarted by her own dark past...and a
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price steeper than what she’s willing to pay. Fans of Tomb Raider and Ilona Andrews will love the blend of
urban fantasy, magical adventure, and paranormal romance in THE CURSED KEY from Miranda Brock
and New York Times bestselling author Rebecca Hamilton! Scroll up and one click to start this slow burn
urban fantasy romance adventure!
Second Time's A Curse-Laura Greenwood I never wanted a cat, but the ever-kittens don't seem to care,
and now I have more than ever. The last thing I expected when I came to Grimalkin was to learn I'd been
cursed. And yet, now I am. I have no choice but to find a way to break it. But first, I need to work out who
cast it in the first place. At least I have some warlocks by my side to lend a helping hand. - Second Time's
A Curse is the second book in paranormal academy series with urban fantasy undertones, the Grimalkin
Academy: Kittens series. It has a slow burn reverse harem romance, and is packed full of kittens that act
as animal sidekicks.
Curse Marked-Rinna Ford 2019-03-26 She doesn't know anything about herself before the age of thirteen.
Even the name she now answers to is not her own, but that isn't the strangest thing about her.Anne Smith
was found on the steps of a homeless shelter with no memory of her life before that moment and a small
tattoo-like mark in the center of her back that has grown and changed with each new moon. It's been
almost fifteen years, and the now the mark covers almost every inch of skin on her back. With good
reason, it's impossible for her to let anyone in, to let anyone get close. Who would believe that her mark
burns itself into her skin every twenty-eight days, leaving it larger than before? But, what if there was not
only someone who believes her but has the answers to the questions that she desperately wants to ask?
Would she finally be able to let people in? The mark is almost complete. What will happen when there's no
more room left to grow? Curse Marked is the first story in a medium-burn reverse harem series. Due to
strong language and sexual situations, it is recommended for 18+.
Academy of the Forgotten-Eva Chase 2020-03-11 Three haunted young men. A terrible curse. One girl who
could break it... if this place doesn't break her first. From the first time my parents decided that getting
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their next hit mattered more than keeping me fed, I learned I couldn't trust anyone--until Cade. My foster
brother took me under his wing and sheltered me from the worst of the crap thrown at us. So when he
heads off on an exclusive scholarship and everyone around me starts denying he ever existed, Roseborne
College has some explaining to do. I'm not leaving until I get answers. The school I barge into isn't what I
pictured. The staff claim Cade's never been here. The students glare like just looking at me offends them.
The classes involve more torment than teaching, while sobs and howls fill the night. And three very
different, unnervingly appealing guys--one of them a teacher--act way too invested in my arrival. Some
unnatural power holds this place in its grip. The more I dig, the more horrors I uncover. Finding Cade
might not be my biggest problem after all. It's looking like none of us, me included, will escape this place
alive.
Hunted by Shadows-Erin O'Kane 2018-11-30 They say not to jump at shadows. That's all well and good,
but what if you are being hunted by one?Trying to escape her past, Ari is working to atone for her actions
and have a normal human life. The only problem with that? She isn't human. Unlike most werewolves, she
avoids as much contact with the supernatural world as possible, building a life for herself in the human
world. Until one day her past catches up with her, and she is forced to immerse herself in the supernatural
world. Offered protection from the local wolf pack, she is forced to accept it, but nothing in the
supernatural world comes for free. For highly independent lone wolf Ari, this is her worst nightmare,
especially as several Alpha males start vying for her affections. Ari will have to decide whether her
independence is more important to her than her life.*Please note this is an 18+ reverse harem novel and
may include triggers for some readers*
Signs of Cupidity-Raven Kennedy 2018-09-18 You'd think that basically being in charge of love would be
an epic job, right? Wrong. Sure, I can blow some Lust into people's faces and watch the show, but I can't
actually participate. It gets old, trust me. Same goes for love. I can pass it out like sugar-free lollipops at a
dentist's office, but I can't get any love for myself. It totally sucks. I used to consider myself a hopeless
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romantic, so why wouldn't I choose to become a cupid? Sounds like a good idea, right? Wrong again. They
don't call us stupid cupids for nothing. I'm stuck in this never-ending afterlife where I'm invisible, lonely,
and bitter as hell. And yeah, I'm probably responsible for some terrible matchmaking out there. Sorry, not
sorry. All my bad cupid'ing might be why I was exiled from the human realm. You can only do so much
before the cupid bosses get all huffy. Unfortunately, my bitterness carried over into the new realm, and
then I attacked a fae prince with Love Arrows. Accidentally. Okay, not accidentally. But hey, he deserved
it. What I didn't expect was for him to retaliate and hit my ass with some crazy magic mojo strong enough
to push me into the physical realm. Whoa. That's right. This cupid just got a real body. And you know what
that means...Now, it's my turn to get some. Love, I mean. Get your head out of the gutter. Wink, wink
bitches. Author's Note: This is a medium-burn reverse harem story. It includes explicit language and
sexual situations. Intended for audiences 18 years and older. As this is a series, there will be a cliffhanger.
Academy of the Forsaken-Eva Chase 2020-04-29 When I arrived at Roseborne College searching for my
foster brother, I had no idea what I was in for. In the past few weeks, I've endured torments both physical
and emotional. I've looked death in the face. And I've made an unnerving discovery that's left me
scrambling to pick up the pieces of the quest I started out on. But the supernatural beings who run this
school haven't conquered me yet. I'll turn the tables on them with my newfound knowledge--and maybe
with the help of three temptingly screwed-up guys I never expected to count on. At least, that's the plan.
Everyone in this place is keeping secrets: me, the guys I might be falling for, and my brother. Secrets big
enough to bring us together... or to tear us completely apart. How will I find the strength to continue the
fight if it turns out I can't trust anyone--not even myself?
Electric Curse-Stacey Brutger 2018-12-06 The action-packed conclusion to the Raven Investigations
Series...THE WORLD WAVERS ON THE BRINK OF WAR. TENSIONS RISE, BATTLE LINES ARE DRAWN.
ONE DECISION WILL EITHER SAVE THE WORLD...OR ANNIHILATE IT.Raven has lived on the fringes of
the human and supernatural worlds for years, until one wrong move sets her on a collision course with a
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team of trained killers. Being hunted is nothing new, but when she accidently triggers a curse and the
monster under her skin vanishes, her worst nightmares become reality. Instead of retreating into her
fears, she places her trust in her pack, letting them show her what it really means to be their alpha.In a
race to create the perfect super soldier, both sides of the war believe Raven is the key to their survival.
When her very existence places her pack in jeopardy, she'll fight tooth and claw for the return of the beast
she's feared her entire life, because one thing she and the creature can agree on--all that matters is the
safety of their pack. Only when the ancient creature that nearly destroyed the world a millennia ago rises
again does everyone realize the true danger--they must either come together or watch the world burn.
Misfit Pack-Stephanie Foxe 2018-08-16 A redhead with a drawl, a lawyer with pink hair, and a homeless
seventeen-year-old have no business forming a pack.In a world where magic is commonplace, and your
neighbor is just as likely to be an elf as a troll, three humans are unwillingly changed into
werewolves.Unprepared and unwanted.The pack may have chosen Amber as their Alpha, but that's not a
title she is supposed to have. In order to be legally recognized as an Alpha she must pass the Trials, and it
won't be easy. If she fails, her pack will be disbanded and forced into a halfway house for bitten
werewolves, aka The System.But the pack needs a sponsor in order to even enter the Trials.With
everything to lose, the brand new pack must learn to work together before it's too late.
The Cursed Labyrinth: A Dark Reverse Harem Paranormal Fantasy (Accursed Archangels #2)-Alexia Purdy
This is Book 2 of the Accursed Archangels Series Thalia Brennan is lost within the legendary labyrinth
realm called the Skein alongside the archangel, Ereziel. Encountering different beings and enchanted
locations, they must find a way out. It’s rumored there’s a doorway into Heaven from here, but no one
knows exactly where it is. Thalia is certain the gate doesn’t exist until she stumbles upon a young girl
who’s also lost. She didn’t come from Earth. She came from the Heaven’s gate and must be returned. The
creatures of the Skein Labyrinth can be more terrifying than those of Earth, Heaven, or Hell. When the
three companions make their way to the outer rings to find the gateway to Heaven, they discover there’s
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more here than meets the eye and being a native might have its advantages. Being hunted by those
who’ve heard Thalia has the only key to escape, the trio scramble to find the portal back to Earth, or the
gate to Heaven before becoming imprisoned in this strange realm forever. Accursed Archangels is a young
adult urban fantasy series which will appeal to readers of paranormal romance, vampires, reverse harems,
angels, demons, and supernatural lore.
Fireborne-McKenzie Hunter 2019-11-09 My magic isn't just a curse - it's an addiction. I crave it the way
some people crave chocolate. But, chocolate doesn't kill - my magic does.I'm Raven Cursed. When I
borrow magic from someone, they die. That's always been the case-until I met my client, the devilishly
handsome and enigmatic Mephisto. He has his own brand of unique magic and a mysterious past he's
determined to keep to himself.He knows that I'm the one to call anytime a curse goes wrong, a magical
object is lost, or a rogue supernatural needs apprehending. So he offers a trade. He'll give me his magic,
and in return, I accept a job from him. It seems like a simple deal until all hell breaks loose. We have to
team up to stop a god from unleashing destruction upon the city. It leaves me to wonder: can I battle a
god with the devil at my back? This series is perfect for readers who enjoy flirty romances, witty, kick-butt
heroines, and non-stop action with unexpected twists.
Accacia's Curse-Bea Paige 2017-11-03 Born with a rare blood disorder that means she cannot go out in
daylight, Accacia has learned to live in the dark, even if it has been incredibly lonely. Determined to find a
cure that will finally allow her to walk in the sun, Accacia has spent her days and nights holed up in her
laboratory doing just that. After a freak encounter with a tall, dark and ridiculously handsome stranger,
Accacia might just have found her cure, but not in the way she expected. Drawn into a parallel world of
paranormal creatures and a Queen who wants her dead, Accacia has to put her trust in three vampires
who, seemingly, want to devour her in more ways than one. Accacia's Curse is book one of the Sister of
Hex - reverse harem series and for 18+ readers. The first three books will follow Accacia and her vampire
suitors; Rhain, Ezra, and Devin. #2 Accacia's Blood - COMING SOON #3 Accacia's Bite - COMING 2018
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Blood Lust-Grace White 2018-12-07 An ancient dark power. Three species at war. A witch to unite them
all. Life in Devil's Gate is hell on earth. With no Regent to maintain order between the species, humans
live in fear of what lurks in the shadows while the vampires, wolves, and fae that inhabit Devil's Gate
battle for territory and power.And nineteen-year-old Estelle Cotillard is caught up in the middle.Harboring
a dark secret, Estelle tries to stay out of trouble, but when vampire Gage Coreil starts showing up
insisting she needs protection, she has to decide: stay in the shadows or become who she was always
supposed to be.Blood Lust is the first book in the Devil's Gate trilogy, a dark and sexy reverse harem
paranormal series featuring a kick-ass heroine plus a brooding vampire, an alpha wolf, and a cunning
faerie you won't have to choose between.
Royally Exposed-Catherine Banks 2018-05-05
Darkest Flame-Donna Grant 2014-04-29 In Darkest Flame by Donna Grant, the Dark Kings have fought for
centuries to preserve their dragon magic. But one of the most powerful warriors of his kind will be put to
the ultimate test. Is he strong enough to resist his greatest temptations? Or will he be forced to
surrender—body and soul? HER BEAUTY IS A WEAPON. Denae Lacroix is a beautiful MI5 agent on a
deadly mission. Sent to the Scottish Highlands to spy on the mysterious Dreagan Industries, she discovers
too late that she's been set up—as human bait. She is an irresistible lure for a man who has not seen or
touched a woman for centuries. He is a man with a destiny—and a desire—that could destroy them both...
HIS PASSION IS A CURSE... It's been twelve hundred years since Kellan has walked among humans—and
there's no denying the erotically charged attraction he feels for Denae. But as a Dragon King, he is sworn
to protect his secrets. Yet the closer he gets to this smart, ravishing woman, the more her life is in danger.
All it takes is one reckless kiss to unleash a flood of desire, the fury of dragons...and the fiercest enemy of
all. "Time travel, ancient legends, and seductive romance are seamlessly interwoven into one captivating
package."—Publishers Weekly on the Dark Warrior series"Once again, Donna Grant has given the readers
a great story." —Night Owl Reviews Top Pick on MIDNIGHT'S PROMISE
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Dragon's Blood-Jada Storm 2017-11-11 Stolen from her homeland. Separated from her mates. Is there any
hope for Dareena and her dragons? Or is their kingdom destined to fall? When Drystan and his brothers
managed to drive their madness-stricken father from the throne, Dareena thought the worst of their
troubles were over. But the elves are knocking at their door, demanding reparations, and with a new
general at the helm, they will not let Dragonfell off the hook so easily. To buy their kingdom time, and save
their armies from certain destruction, Dareena and Alistair allows themselves to be taken to Elvenhame,
where they will be held hostage until the countries can come to an agreement. But while the two
kingdoms squabble, the real enemy continues its insidious assault. Both Dragonfell and Elvenhame
unknowingly teeter on the brink of destruction, and unless Dareena and her mates can uncover the true
conspiracy, their world will fall to darkness...
Iron Master-Jennifer Ashley 2020-02-11 Stuart Reid is an Iron Master—a Dark Fae with a rare ability to
make iron do his bidding. Exiled by the High Fae who fear him, he now lives in a simple house in
Shiftertown outside Las Vegas, watching over Peigi, a bear Shifter woman, and the cubs she cares for.
Peigi, rescued from an evil Shifter and welcomed into the Vegas Shiftertown, knows Reid and the cubs
have helped her survive and heal. She also knows Reid is alone and lonely, a strong man coping with his
exile. The bond she feels pulling her to him scares the crud out of her—she’s been down this road before.
When Reid’s people send him a desperate call for help, Peigi senses danger to him—too much of it. She
finds she’ll do anything, even sacrifice herself and her happiness, to keep him safe. A Shifters Unbound
full-length novel.
Crush the King-Jennifer Estep 2020-03-17 A fierce gladiator queen must face off against her enemies in an
epic battle in this next thrilling installment of New York Times and USA Today bestselling author Jennifer
Estep’s Crown of Shards series—an action-packed adventure full of magic, murderous machinations,
courtly intrigue, and pulse-pounding romance. Queen Everleigh Blair of Bellona has survived the mass
murder of the royal family, become a fearsome warrior trained by an elite gladiator troupe, and unleashed
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her ability to destroy magic. After surviving yet another assassination attempt orchestrated by the
conniving king of Morta, Evie has had enough. It’s time to turn the tables and take the fight to her
enemies. There is no better opportunity to strike than during the Regalia Games, a time when warriors,
nobles, and royals from all the kingdoms come together to compete in various sporting events. With the
help of her loyal friends, Evie goes on the attack at the Regalia, but things don’t turn out the way she
hopes. Soon, she is facing a terrifying new threat, and she will have to dig deep and learn even more about
her growing magic if she has any chance of defeating her foes. Because to secure her throne and ensure
her kingdom’s survival, Evie must think like a true Bellonan: she must outsmart and outwit her enemies . .
. and crush the king.
Renegade Dragons-Laura Greenwood Lola never wanted to find her mates. Instead, she just wanted to
spend time with her best friend, and live a life away from the rest of the Fire Dragons. One simple gaming
tournament changes all that, and she soon finds herself with more people in her corner than ever before. *
Renegade Dragons: The Complete Trilogy includes Fifth Soul, Fifth Round, and Fifth Flame. It is a light
hearted paranormal romance with a reverse harem relationship. Renegade Dragons is a complete
paranormal romance trilogy with dragon shifters and a reverse harem twist. It is light-hearted and funny,
with laugh out loud moments and a realistic fantasy setting. No one is saving the world, but they are
flirting awkwardly.
Fawn: a Dark Mafia Shifter Romance-Marie Robinson 2020-05-04 We aren't her saviors. We're her worst
nightmare. We've been called vicious monsters. Brutal. Cold. Savage. We rule the criminal underworld the
same way we rule our pack--with absolute control. We take what we want, and demand complete
obedience. When she comes to us, she's damaged. Fragile. Wounded. And oh so tempting. Soft skin,
haunted eyes, and a darkness inside her that sets us on edge. She's not broken... yet. But that's what we
do best. For thirty days she belongs to us, the Baron Alphas. She's our property, to do with as we please.
She thinks it'll be easy. That we'll have mercy on her. That we'll use a gentle touch. And that she'll be able
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to walk away from us at the end of the month. She's wrong. Our little fawn will come to know our cruel
strength. She'll see the fierce beasts prowling inside us. Feel the hunger of the wolf's teeth against her
throat. And she'll beg for more.
The Curse of the Sea-A. K. Koonce 2017-11-26 Escaping imprisonment might be the least of the Ryken
brother's problems. There's still a dark curse looming, a dagger filled with dangerous magic, and an
alluring sea witch who isn't as innocent as she seems.Princess Wrenley will stop at nothing to save them,
even if she has to seek help in the most unlikely of places.Even if death is the price.This is a reverse harem
serial, book two of three. Recommended for readers over 18.
Call of the Dragon-Jessica Drake 2018-05-17 Kickass heroines. Fire-breathing dragons. Epic adventures.
Your thrill ride awaits in this brand new dragon rider series, for fans of Eragon and Dragon Riders of
Pern! Zara Kenrook has never wanted to be ordinary. Abandoned at an orphanage, destined for a life in
the slums, she's clawed her way to the top and made herself a name as one of the best treasure hunters in
Elantia. But Zara hasn't gotten to where she is without making enemies, and when one of them calls in a
debt, her entire livelihood is thrown into peril. Suddenly, Zara is faced with two impossible choices--break
into a dragon rider's home and steal a priceless artifact, or lose the career she's worked so hard to build.
Luckily, Zara has some experience pulling off heists, and she's never been one to back down from a
challenge. But when the object she tries to steal turns out to be a dragon egg, her whole world changes.
For this particular dragon is about to hatch, and once it lays its fiery eyes on Zara, her life will never be
the same...
Trickery-Jaymin Eve 2017-02-28 Willa Knight: Dweller. Slave. Non-magical being. In Minatsol, being a
dweller means that you are literally no better than dirt. In fact, dirt might actually be more useful than
Willa. Her life will be one of servitude to the sols, the magic-blessed beings who could one day be chosen
to become gods. At least her outer village is far removed from the cities of the sols, and she won't ever be
forced to present herself to them... Until one small mistake changes everything, and Willa is awarded a
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position to serve at Blesswood, the top sol academy in the world-a position that she definitely did not earn.
Under the sudden, watchful eye of the gods, she will be tasked to serve the Abcurse brothers, five sols
built of arrogance, perfection and power. They are almost gods themselves, and under their service she is
either going to end up sentenced to death, or else they are going to ruin her so badly that she will wish for
it. Either way, she is in trouble. This is a full novel, 90,000 words. Book 1 of 5 in the Curse of the Gods
Series
Crowned-Grace White 2018-10 Finally able to access Gaia's memories, Terra learns the truth behind the
darkness currently swarming over Atchison College. But one question still remains.Who is Tartarus? With
time running out, Terra and her four protectors enlist an ally to seek the answers they don't have, and
desperately need. But Terra knows their efforts are in vain. Because there is only one way things will end.
And although Sol, Cael, Ross, and Endo refuse to accept it, Terra is ready to do whatever it takes to save
Earth.Even if it means the ultimate sacrifice. Crowned is the final book in The Gaia Chronicles, an urban
fantasy reverse harem series, and must be read after the previous books in the series. Recommended for
readers 17+
Betrayed by Magic-Jasmine Walt 2016-09-12 For most women, being newly engaged to the love of your life
is a time of celebration. But Sunaya's happiness is overshadowed by loss. Her friends have not returned
from their quest to bring back Noria, and though the Resistance has been beaten back, they are far from
vanquished. When the Minister sends Sunaya and Iannis to destroy an important Resistance stronghold,
Sunaya is torn between the desire to help her friends and defend her country. But soon she finds that the
two are not as unrelated as she imagined... and in order to accomplish both, she must put her trust in a
man who has betrayed her.
Feline the Heat-Laura Greenwood 2019-10-03 How to be a Firehouse Cat: 1. Wake up naked in a fireman's
bed 2. Stare at equally naked firemen 3. Find the local witches 4. Get lots of fuss and attention 5. Don't let
them figure out you're the cat And oh, yeah, find the person responsible for your curse and killing your
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parents. Before they find you.No pressure.- Feline the Heat is book one of the Firehouse Feline Series, a
paranormal reverse harem with a side of laughter and plenty of heat (and it's not just coming from the
fire!)
Bound by Magic-Jasmine Walt 2016-03-10 The second book in the hot new adult fantasy series readers are
comparing to Ilona Andrews and Patricia Briggs. With the silver murders solved and her training as a
mage underway, Sunaya figured her life would get easier. But between the Chief Mage's packed schedule
and the grunt work demanded of her as an apprentice mage, magic lessons are few and far between.
Worse, her apprenticeship leaves little time for her job as an Enforcer, and without bounties Sunaya's
money pouch is drying up -- fast. Even so, when Shiftertown Inspector Boon Lakin asks for Sunaya's help
digging deeper into the murder of a fellow Enforcer, Sunaya has no trouble making room in her life to help
him. The trail leads them to a series of crimes victimizing shifters for the entertainment of vicious humans.
Sunaya and her friends race to identify the perpetrators and free the survivors, and the stakes are
heightened when she discovers one of the victims has a connection to her. But if Sunaya is not careful, she
may end up a very dead shifter herself...
Valkyrie's Legacy-Allyson Lindt 2021-01-09 All four books, plus the prequel, in the pulse-pounding, heartracing Valkyrie’s Legacy series. The gods raised Kirby as an assassin. A weapon to wield against those
who threatened their power. The soldiers she grew up and trained with are the only family she knows.
When her partner—her lover—betrays her and The Order shuns her, Kirby’s world shatters. She spirals
into a darkness that threatens to destroy her. The combat instructor Kirby lusted after from a distance,
pulls her from pit and offers her a new path forward. Vengeance and a chance to do right by the people
she once hunted. But he’s keeping a secret. At least one of the prophecies drilled into her head in school is
about her—the Valkyrie who Odin cursed to an eternity of loss. He and the other immortal men she’s loved
in her previous lives have searched for her through time and around the world, to keep her alive in this
life. These three gorgeous, sexy immortals promise her family. A future. After so much betrayal and
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heartbreak though, Kirby doesn’t know if she can trust the man who lied to her for years, or his
companions. When the order realizes Kirby is still alive, she becomes their most prominent target. Is she’s
strong enough to face the threat alone, or is putting her faith in the allies who can help her survive an
even deadlier choice? Author's Note: The Valkyrie’s Legacy Series is a dark #whychoose urban fantasy
that contains mention of self-harm, thoughts of suicide, and physical assault Other Books By Allyson Lindt
Valkyrie's Legacy Series (Urban Fantasy) Valkyrie Reborn Valkyrie Hunted Valkyrie Concealed Valkyrie
Crowned Three Player Co-op (Ménage Romance) Looking For It Waiting For It Asking For It Running For
It Fighting For It Game for Cookies Series (Ménage Romance) Seduction Games Control Games Two Plus
One (Ménage Romance) Their Nerd Their Matchmaker 3d20 Series (Ménage Romance) Roll Against Trust
Roll Against Regret Roll Against Discovery Roll Against Betrayal Subscribe, Live, Love Series (Ménage
Romance) Red Hunted Red Consumed Beauty Claimed Beauty Awakened Ubiquity Series (Urban Fantasy
Reverse Harem) Seductive Soul Soul Reaper Soul Betrayer Truth's Harem Series (Urban Fantasy Reverse
Harem) Fate's Illusion Innovation's Muse Apathy's Hero Ridden Hard (M/F Contemporary Romance) Hard
Flip Hard Pack Riding the Wave Drive Me Wild Love Equation (Contemporary Romance) Rival Charmed by
the Geeks Regret Restraint Love Games (M/F Contemporary Romance) His Reputation Her Airman His
Cosplayer Love Hack (M/F Contemporary Romance) His Hacker His Infatuation Her Surrender Hacking
Wonderland (Suspense) Reagan through the Looking Glass The Hatter and the Hare Painting the Roses
Red Reigning Hearts Null Equation (Dystopian Romance) Over Exposed Over Stimulated Over Shared
Stand Alone Titles Seeking More (M/F New Adult Romance) Destined for Temptation (Paranormal
Romance)
Savage As Hell-G Bailey 2019-11-20 This academy is going to hell... There can only be one king of hell, and
only one fallen angel to hold the title. I didn't know that until my angel fell into hell for me. Morgan
challenged the current king, with the whole of DA bought to hell to watch. The winner not only gets the
title, but he also gets control of everything hell holds. Including me. I just hope my angel doesn't lose too
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much of himself to save me in the end. I won't let him. I can't. With my wolf, my demon princes and my
angel, I should be able to survive hell. Right? Once the fallen fall, they must never rise again...18+ RH and
the final book in The Demon Academy Series.
Claimed by Magic-Jasmine Walt 2017-08-31 Now that Fenris and Mina have finally admitted their feelings
for each other, for the first time, they both face something they'd thought impossible--settling down with
someone who accepts and loves them for who they are. But the future is not so certain, particularly when
Mina gets a letter in the mail that her inheritance is about to be forfeit.

Eventually, you will completely discover a supplementary experience and realization by spending
more cash. still when? pull off you agree to that you require to acquire those all needs as soon as
having significantly cash? Why dont you try to get something basic in the beginning? Thats
something that will lead you to comprehend even more roughly the globe, experience, some places,
in imitation of history, amusement, and a lot more?
It is your definitely own epoch to achievement reviewing habit. in the midst of guides you could
enjoy now is cursed a reverse harem urban fantasy romance the gaia chronicles book 1
below.
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